Release 145 introduced a new Documents page in the Student Information Online (SIO) and added scalable functionality to the S3: Student: Documents screen. These Document screens allow students and S3 users to view certain PDFs from ECM’s Perceptive Content application.

New users are encouraged to review the S3 QuickStart Guide and the Web Tutorial section for basic instructions.

Release Highlights

Cross-Cutting

- Introduced a new Documents page in SIO and added scalable functionality to the S3: Student: Documents screen. These Document screens will allow students and S3 users to view certain PDFs from ECM’s Perceptive Content application.

- Updated the My Info page in SIO to reflect the change to how Preferred Name is being used across the University, starting this week. The change is that all student preferred names will be visible by default in the CMU Directory and Google Mail.

Registrar

- Updated the Verification Letters within the S3 and SIO to comply with the latest university branding standard
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